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Trees Create Music 

Music, in infinitely different ways, is a major part of most of the world population’s daily 

lives. Music is played and performed practically everywhere: in cars, in commercials, through 

earbuds, online, at live concerts, and in countless other places throughout everybody’s daily 

lives. People pay hundreds of dollars to see their favorite artist or to see a world-renowned 

orchestra’s performance. Throughout the world there are countless genres of music, millions of 

artists, and billions to trillions of songs. This massive collection of music that is played and 

listened to everywhere must come from somewhere. So, we look to composers, artists, record 

labels, and many others for this huge amount of music. The question is, where do these creative 

people get the inspiration from their music? We can easily see inspiration coming from things 

that make sound, that are seen as inherently beautiful, or that evoke strong emotions. Many 

musical artists choose to look to the world around them for inspiration, especially to nature. 

Everywhere from classical era composers to modern day music artists have been inspired to 

create music from different facets of nature. A surprisingly strong example of natural elements 

that are capable of inspiring creativity for music is a tree. We typically may not initially expect a 

tree to be the inspiration for music, but trees can be extensively motivating and influencing for a 

large variety of artists. Trees can be classified as being sublime as they are typically bigger than 

what surrounds them, and very unique and detailed. The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines 

sublime as, “tending to inspire awe usually because of elevated quality (as of beauty, nobility, 
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or grandeur) or transcendent excellence.” The tree is sublime as it creates this awe due to its 

size, intricateness, or other qualities, which leads to creativity that the artist implements to 

create music. 

Some people think of nature and trees in a vastly different way, as not sublime at all, and 

only good for utilitarian purposes. This view is described in the poem, “What Do We Plant,” by 

Henry Abbey, and the music written to accompany it by Aaron Copeland. The poet chooses to 

describe the trees based on its purpose as a building material and value for the creation of other 

things. The poem describes that when the tree is planted the boat, house, or other product is also 

‘planted’. As Abbey writes, “We plant the house when we plant the tree. / What do we plant 

when we plant the tree? / A thousand things that we daily see” (Abbey). The poem describes how 

some people see a tree, as being planted for the sole purpose of producing other products and not 

for its own beauty. They say that you plant the tree so that the house or countless other products 

can be constructed. However, a tree can have more purpose than just for the objective of creating 

other physical works but also for creating musical and creative works. Due to this ability to see a 

tree in such enormously different lights, a tree can be categorized as both sublime and anti- 

sublime. Yet, even while seen as building material the tree is still the inspiration for this 

collective work of art. Nature is so vast and varying that it creates very different music based on 

the authors point of view. 

Nature in various forms can be the motivation for different kinds of music. As Bernard 

Holland observes, “we assign beauty equally to nature and art without much thought” (Holland). 

Nature and art have a very deep connection and little explanation is typically needed to show it. 

For example, a bird; anyone can easily see how birds can be the inspiration of various artists for 

their works of art. As Emily Silverman, Margaret Coffman, and Betty Anne Younker; in “Cheep, 
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Chirp Twitter, and Whistle” state, “Birds are a highly visible and audible symbol of the natural 

world, filling the skies and airways of even the most urbanized environments. Their behavior is 

easy to observe, and their beautiful songs and strange calls have been the inspiration for much 

art” (Silverman). It is fairly easy to see a bird as a creator of music and as the muse of other 

forms of such an art. When we hear a bird, we often say that it is ‘singing’ and making its own 

music. As the authors also add, “For musicians, birdsong has been a source of inspiration for 

creativity and composition” (Silverman). A bird can give the composer ideas to add to an 

existing piece of music or to create a completely new work of art.  

To many people birds may seem to be the most obvious aspect of the natural world that 

may lead to some kind of musical inspiration, as they are seen as creating music themselves 

through their birdsongs. However, there are many other natural elements that people are 

motivated and inspired by. This is due to the fact that, “Each item and event —leaf, tree, path, 

rainfall, dispersion of seeds—is unique, its own world” (Morris, qtd. in Hanninen 69). Each of 

these aspects of nature are unique in their own ways and can motivate artists in various ways. 

There are so many different types of nature in the world that each evokes different feelings from 

the artist. In Far From the Madding Crowd, Thomas Hardy imagines trees as a chorus: “trees on 

the right and the trees on the left wailed or chanted to each other in the regular antiphonies of a 

cathedral choir” (qtd. in “Trees Talk and Sing”). Even trees, which to some people may seem to 

be forever silent can be visualized as creating chants and songs. Everywhere from a bird’s 

beautiful songs, to a tree’s chant, to everything else in between, can inspire an artist to create 

their music.  

However, some argue that music and nature do not always share such a connection. As 

Lalo, a world-renowned French composer, once said that, “these works gave him a sense of 
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being ‘before nature’” (Lalo, qtd. in Dayan). Lalo is discussing Debussy, another well-known 

classical genre composer. This is ironic as Debussy strongly disagrees with Lalo and argues that 

if there is a connection between art and nature it should remain, “invisible, mysterious, and 

intangible” (Debussy, qtd. in Dayan). For example, Debussy composed La Mer which directly 

translates to the sea. Debussy says that he did use the sea as his starting point for his work. 

However, the piece is often seen from a perspective of standing in front of the sea, but Debussy 

says that the piece should not be represented in this way as when he was composing the “sea 

must recede to the point where we cannot judge the music by the accuracy of its representation” 

(Debussy, qtd. in Dayan). What can be taken away from all of this is that aspects of nature can 

offer a starting point or idea for music even if that is not meant to be the theme of the entire work 

of art. Nature can provide an outlet for imagination and from there many vastly different paths 

can be explored. Some musicians use nature as a starting place, like Debussy, and their music 

changes to create music in general. Other artists create music about the nature to encapsulate its 

beauty to show it to others. An example of this can be seen in “This Land is your Land” by 

Woodie Guthrie. This song is about the lands, waters, and towns found throughout the United 

States of America. The song goes into detail about the vastly varying landscapes of America. 

Nature is a huge influence on his lyrics. For example, the lyrics include descriptions such as “that 

golden valley,” “the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts,” “the redwood forest,” and so many 

more images of nature. Guthrie was inspired by the nature to create this very well-known folk 

song that is sung throughout the United States.  

There are numerous possible influences for art throughout the world. Many of these 

inspirations are from various natural elements; for the creation of both visual and performing 

arts. These parts of nature, such as trees, can be big and breath breathtaking, small and delicate, 
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or anywhere in between. They evoke various emotions and feelings from the viewer of such 

amazing life. Various types of nature provide ideas and possibilities for music to be made. Some 

people argue that nature is not quite music itself, but the inspiration for music. As Igor 

Stravinsky believed, “The murmur of the breeze in the trees, the rippling of a brook, the song of 

a bird . . . .These natural sounds suggest music to us, but are not yet themselves music. . . .They 

are promises of music; it takes a human being to keep them. . . .In his hands all that I have 

considered as not being music will become music” (Stravinsky, qtd. in Matsunobu 75). Natural 

parts of the world form the opportunity for music to be created. The sublime and beautiful 

elements of nature allow for composers to create their art. However, others argue that, “Trees 

make music. Have you ever heard and watched the music and dance of a forest with the wind? 

Music plays a key role as a form of art. […] The music of the leaves and branches of individual 

trees is awesome but in the company of others the symphony of forest music is awe-inspiring” 

(Whitehouse 28). Whichever, way that it is looked at music is inherently connected to nature. 

Nature evokes music to be created whether physically through the tree or by an artist inspired by 

the nature.  

For example, Sammy Hurden is a musician and the composer of “Tree Dance”. Included 

in an article written by Joanna Davis, she says that Hurden wrote this selection of songs in order 

to, “celebrate the beauty, longevity and science of trees, and the importance of teaching younger 

generations to appreciate them” (Davis). She was inspired by various trees which lead her to 

compose the “four-piece song cycle” in order to celebrate trees. She wants to share her feelings 

and appreciation of trees to the next generations through song. The article also discusses that 

Hurden created the lyrics through different images of trees that she has experienced. For most 

people, when they initially think of a tree, they do not see it as capable of creating or leading to 
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music, yet other people are deeply inspired by their beauty and size. They are so vast in size and 

variation which can evoke unexpected thoughts and emotions. Many different musicians and 

composers over the years have felt similar or different emotions that they have then transformed 

into their own creations of music. In fact, one of my friends, David Rausch, at Rhode Island 

College recently created a piece of music for the College’s Symphony Orchestra. The piece was 

written as a part of a competition which was then played by the Orchestra at the March concert. 

He entitled the piece, “The Tree’. He said that it was inspired by a very large tree that he 

encountered during his travels in the southern part of the United States. He wrote the music to 

incapsulate the life of that tree and what it has seen over its hundreds of years on the earth.  

Many of these artists have come to find that a tree can evoke creativity and be deeply 

inspiring for the artist to create art and music. Some may find that, “Standing in front of a 

eucalyptus tree evokes helpless admiration for creative powers beyond our comprehension” 

(Holland). These composers and artists for all kinds have found different trees to form emotions 

and feelings that lead to various forms of creativity. It may be difficult to see this idea at first 

because it is not easy to imagine this connection but, “presumably because the nature of music 

cannot be seen but only felt” (Rehding 401). The emotions that the composer feels when in the 

presence of such sublime inspiration is what they use to create their music. These feelings may at 

first be hard to explain to others but through their music the artist can explain how they are 

feeling to the listeners.  

Nature in general, to anyone can cause amazing feelings and thoughts. For creative 

people, these feelings are often then expressed in their works of art. Anywhere from birds that 

seem to create their own music to trees that appear to lay silent can lead to inspiration and music. 

All varieties of trees are unique and can be depicted as sublime in different ways. This 
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magnificent nature of trees is greatly capable of summoning amazing creativity and inspiration. 

When this occurs for visionary people such as artist, musicians, composers, and many more the 

result is art and recreation of this sublime nature in their individual works. They form these 

emotions that they feel from the world around them and express these feelings to others through 

their work.  
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